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ABS_AC_
Asymmetrical crater shadings and diffuse light and d_k streaks visible
on the photography returned by the 1969 Mars flyby of F_&riners 6 and 7 are
probably eolian in origin. Wind directions Jmferred from mapping of tJ_ese
features parallel nmtions of observed global dust storms or relate to
expected patterns of topographic funneling of winds.
!INTRODUCTION
A/bedo features on ._izrshive be,enre[x3rt_x_as partially eolian in
b
origin by several authors (Rea, 1964; Gifford, 1964; Sagan and others; 1971;
Sagan and Pollack, 1967; Oltts and othem-s, 1971)-.--Euidence confirmi_g this
includes determinations of the size and composition of the surface materials
(Pollack and Sagan, 1969; Morrison and others, 1969), observations of yellow
clouds of silicate dust (Gifford, 1964; Slipher, 1962; Hanel and others, 1972;
A
Kirby and P_binson,• 1971; Capen, 1971), the superficial nature .of the albedo
markings (Cutts and others, 1971), and estimates of wind velocities
sufficient to move granular materials (Gierash and Sagan, 1971). If eolian
redistribution and sorting is comnon on _rs, the albedo features should be
related to the atmospheric circulation, because the size of granular materials
affects their albedo (Pollack and Sagan, .1969). Dark areas are described
by Sagan and Pollack_(1967) and.Sagan and others (1971) as slopes or uplands
swept clear of fine detritus, and light areas as lowlands or flats of
deposition. Eolian influence on albedo must extend to smaller erosional and
depositional features, same of which might indicate the mean directions of
the high velocity winds carrying detritus. An examination of Mariner 6 and
7 photography has revealed two types of oriented features which may be. eolian:
i. Light and dark streaks: At the resolution of Mariner 6 and 7 A-Frame
imagery, which provide the broadest high-resolution coverage, only surface
features larger _%an about 3 km in their smallest dimension are visible.
On Earth at this scale individual dunes would not be distinguishable, but sand
sheets, compound d%mal forms, large deflation pavements, and same eolian
erosional features would be discerned. Wind directions are revealed in
large ec_lian features by an elongation parallel to the wind. Transverse and
oblique elongations of pavements and sand sheets occur less frequently,
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especially where they are controllc_ by to_x_iraphy or by the dis[t<r_ition of
the source area for the sediment. 5_Dst of the w}de __ngle television frames
reveal light and dark streaks; however, some of these are artifacts from the
imaging system (disc_/ssed below), while ot/_ers are topcx/r.aphic fea£ures formed
by tectonism or by non-eolicu] e_xogenetic processes. Sharp-edged or abruptly-
bending linear features on }_%riner photographs generally result fram non-
eolian processes; such features, including rills, scarps, presumed fracture
traces, crater rims, and the sour/% polar ridges (Sharp ari others, 1971a.
p. 364) are not mapped. However, an eolian origin is suspected for the broad,
diffuse, and gently-curving streaks mapped in Figures 1 and 2. Linear
streaks on the martian south polar cap are thought to be eolian in origin
(Sharp and others, 1971a).
2. Directional features: The floors of some craters photographed by
Mariners 6 and 7 exhibit a crescent- or half-moon shaped area of light albedo
bordering the crater walls, which contrast with a patch of dark albedo
comprising the opposite side of the crater floor (Fig. 3). Cutts and others
(1971, p. 354-356) conclude that the light area is an infilling of transported
material, presumably by eolian processes. Terrestrial _mples of craters
partially filled by sand support this interpretation (Smith, 1971). Because
of the asy_cnetry of the albedo markings, the average direction of t.he wind
filling the crater is presumed to be given by an arrow bisecting the light
and dark areas and pointing from light to dark (Figs, 1-3). In addition to
the crater fillings, a few light and dark streaks initiate at distingu..ishable
topographic features, smch as at the base of escarpments in the "chaotic
terrain" (Sharp and others, 1971b, p. 331), or at tails extending from craters.
These streaks rm%y be "shadow dunes" or wind-scoured areas controlled by wind
funneling or turkulence behind the topographic feature. Such streaks are _iso
indicated by arrows.
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Becauseof t]_e s_ojectivity Jmvolved in the mappingof pres1[ned
eolian features, the author and I_n LeVan indeF_ndently constructed _ips
from the 5_%rinerimagem]. The two versions agree very well on the
major linear streaks and conspicuous crater shadings while differing on
the interpretation of lesser features; Figures "i and 2 are an edited com--
posite of these maps. OrThographic projection£ of both the n_ximum dis-
crimination (high-pass filter) and photometrically corrected versions of
the imagery were used in mapping, latitude and longitude of mapped
features are based upon the 1969 control net for Mars (Davies and Berg, 1971).
Because of inherent limitations of the television system used on the
Mariner spacecrafts, features appear on the photographs which are artifacts
from the imaging system (Masursky and others, 1972, p. 297-298). Several
types of artifacts occur. _._st ccr_non are scan-line defects; most aff_-t
only one line, but their effect is widened by enhm_ceam_nt processes
applied to the pictures (Rindfleisch and others, 1971). All streaks
nearly parallel to the scan lines were scrutinized as possible artifacts.
Coherent noise produces lines at various angles to the scan lines; because
these are repetitive, their effects are easily detected. False features
of low contrast are also introduced by residual images from previous frames
and from inhomogeneities in the vidicon system. These false images are
most prQminant and most difficult to distinguish from surface features
when superimposed on low contrast scenes near the evening terminator or in
nearly featureless terrains such as the floor of Hellas (Fig. 2). Such false
images are best detected by cc_parison with preceding pictures.
Someof tJ_estremks n_ni_pedne_zr_J%evening terminator in the eastern
portion of Hellas and near t]_e SoutA Pole (Fig. 2) maybe broad swales and
ridges transverse to tJ_e direction of illumination accentuated by the
low sun angle rather tJ%an intrinsic albedo differences produced by eolian
transport. Because of the gentle slopes prevailing on Mars (Pettengill and
others, 1971; Rogers and others, 1970), only angles of illumination less
than 10-15 degrees are likely to reveal broad streaks attributable to
topography. Steeper slopes, such as crater rims, polar ridges, and escarpments
in the chaotic terrain, show the effects of uneven illumination at higher
sun angles, but these are usually distinguishable by their narrowness,
texture, and sharp boundaries.
II_gERPRETATION
The hypothesis of nmjor eoliah activity on 5%nrswould be g_eatly
enhancedif a consistent pattern of linear a/_ddirectional features were
to emerge from global mapping, particularly if these relate in a reasonable
way to _xpected directions of strong winds. Such a case exists for Terres-
trial eolian features; their-orientations rel&te reasonably to observed
winds (Brookfield, 1970; Warren, 1970; Landsberg, 1956; Rudberg, 1968).
Although only a small portion Of _._%rswas photographed by Mariners 6 and 7
with sufficient ground resolution for this mapping project, consistency is
shown by a general-parallelism bet_{een adjacent linear and directional
features. Sc_e of the scattering of directions may result from mapping of
false images, from control of albedo by structure, topography, or bedrock
outcroppings, and possibly from superposition of deposition or erosion by
winds from different directions. The directional features, which are --
mostly crater fillings, are most consistent in their parallelism,
suggesting that they indicate wind direction.
In the equatorial region near Meridiani Sinus (Fig. i) the inferred
wind direction is nearly north-to-south, although there is the suggestion
of a counterclockwise rotation from south-southwest north of the equator
to south-southeast below it. North-south winds might result from topo-
graphic funneling of winds (Sagan and others, 1971). Meridiani Sinus
lies on the eastern flank of a broad regional valley striking north-south
(Pettengill and others, 1971; Rogers and others, 1970). Few yellow clouds
have been observed in the Meridiani Sinus area, but repeated north-to-south
movement has been noted in the Isidis Regio-Libya region, another north-
south regional valley (Sagan and others, 1971). During the 1956 global
dust storm, a yellow cloud moved northwestward bet_een Margarifiter Sinus
and >t_re E_ret]_:_e_towards Aurore Sinus (Saganm_do__ers, 197.1,p. 268-
269; Dollf_s, 1965). _1]e.linear stre,_.s in this _u_ea[_rallel t]_at tre_
(Fig. 1).
At latitudes below 30 S (Pig. 2) the domirk_ntwind direction appears to__ .....
be from the southeast. At far southern latitudes the mappedfeatures strike
east-west, but they are more north-south at lower latitudes. These rela-
tionships would be consistent with the coriolis effect on winds moving
northward frcm the polar cap, driven by the strong latitudinal Surface temper-
ature gradient adjacent to t/ie polar, cap during the martian spring and
summer(Neugebauerand others, 1971). This season produces global martian
dust storms, especially near perihelion; the large dust storms of 1956, 1969,
and 1971 originated in the Noachis-Hellespontis area (Fig. 2) and moved
in a tight spiral to the west, extending fingers northward towards the
equator (Kirby and Robinson, 1971; Capan, 1971; Gierash and Sagan, 1971;
Dollfus, 1965). This pattern contrasts with the dominant eastward movement
of meanwinds and cyclone tracks at similar latitudes in the southern
hemisphere on Earth (Weyant, 1967).
The nature of the streaks and crater shadings mapped here is uncertain;
if they are indeed eolian, the light streaks may be thick sand bodies which
require longperiods of consistent winds to deposit, or they may be thin,
mobile sheets which shift rapidly during successive dust storms.
Comparison of the present n_ps with similar global mapping of wind-produced
features revealed on Mariner 9 photography taken subsequent to the 1971
dust storm may help determine their permanence. Streaks mapped on the south
polar cap are a special case; they may be areas of uneven CO 2 ice deposition
or sublimation controlled by wind movement, they may be differences in the
albedo of underlying material visible though t/%e thin cap, or they may be pro-
duced by subtle topographic or sun-angle eontrol of CO 2 deposition or sub-
7lhmation (Slhmvp and others, 1971;i). In all but the second case the polar cap
features _Duld _ eph_neral. <"ae sta?eaks _p[_ in IIellas may also be
ephemeral; some authors sus[x_ct that a local dust stozm obsc_trc<_ the surface
during the flyby of Mariner 7 (S|um-p and others, _ 1971b, p. 336; Sagan and
others, 1971, p. 266).
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Figure i. Wind directions 2% the equatorial region of Mars near
its prime meridian interpreted from oriented surface features of
probable eolian origin. The dark region of Meridiani Sinus is the westward
extension of Sinus Salx%eus near 0°W longitude and 5°S latitude.
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Figure 2. Wind directions in the southern latitudes of Mars interpreted
frc_ oriented surface featurc_ of probable eolian origin. See Figure 1
for explanation of map symbols.
#
!Figure 3. Orthographically-corrected m_ximum contrast picture-6Nll
in the Meridiani Sinus region and the map of oriented surface features
interpreted from this picute. The features on this map do not exactly
agree with those on Figure 1 in the s_e. region because i) several
photographs of this region were used to produce Figure i, and 2) some
editing was required for the small scale of-Figure I, See Figare 1 for._
explanation of map symbols.
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